Introduction

Means of extracting terrain skeleton
Physical analysis
The physical analysis method rests upon the fact that ridges form the dividing lines that separate the movement of water, viz. water on both sides of a ridge flows in opposite directions. ,The algorithm for physical analysis is deficient in several aspects below.
1) A prior analysis of the terrain surface to locate high and low points is an essential step.
2) The procedure to fill and trim minor indentations and protrusions to obtain leveled grounds is needed to ensure that waterflow would not be interrupted by insignificant pits and bumps in the modelling of water movement [~L] .
3) The algorithm is computationally intensive and the amount of computation increases with an increase in the resolution of the DEM data.
Another undesirable consequence with better data resolution is the simultaneous increase in data noise. The corollary is that DEM data with a coarse resolution would yield valleys and ridges of reduced reliability. It is, therefore, imminent to strike a balance between resolution and noise to maximize the creditability of the results.
There are noticeable discrepancies among watershed boundaries and drainage points derived from the physical analysis method and the actual ridges and valleys. These differences exist because drainage points are established on the sole condition of flow accumulation. A low-altitude drainage point with a large accumulation rate has a greater probability to be classified a valley than similar points situated in higher altitudes. There is a need to reexamine these points in various altitudes to determine if they are indeed valleys. Furthermore, the physical analysis method tend to yield ridges as boundaries of watersheds in the form of a closed curve, which is not necessarily valid. This inherent trait of the physical analysis method signalizes the need for remedial measures.
2.2
Geometric analysis
The geometric analysis method for the extraction of skeleton lines comprises three approaches: feature point extraction and ordering, medial axes,and aspect tracing.
The approach of feature point extraction and ordering first selects feature or candidate points for the skeleton lines and then order these feature points to constitute the skeleton lines following a
[7] few guidelines . Feature points are selected either from digitized contour points whose curvature is greater than a given threshold, or from DEM data POints whose height is a local maximum or minimum. Feature points derived from digitized contour points are less satisfactory for two reasons:
9 The use of a single threshold throughout the selection process undermines the complexity of the terrain; 9 The fact that contours are analyzed in isolation precludes the total effects of the terrain. 
